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Abstract  
Cloud Manufacturing (CM) is a service oriented business model to share manufacturing capabilities 
and resources on a cloud platform. Manufacturing is under pressure to achieve cost and 
environmental impact reductions, as manufacturing becomes more integrated and complex. Cloud 
manufacturing offers a solution, as it is capable of making intelligent decisions to provide the most 
sustainable and robust manufacturing route available. Although CM research has progressed, a 
consensus is still lacking on the concepts within CM as well as applications and scope beyond discrete 
manufacturing. 
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how CM offers a more sustainable manufacturing future to 
the industry as a whole, before focusing specifically on the application to process manufacturing (e.g. 
food, pharmaceuticals and chemicals). This paper details the definitions, characteristics, architectures 
and previous case studies on CM. From this, the fundamental aspects of the CM concept are identified, 
along with an analysis of how the concept has progressed. A new, comprehensive CM definition is 
formulated by combining key concepts drawn from previous definitions and emphasizes CM potential 
for sustainable manufacturing.  
Four key methods of how CM increases sustainability are identified: (1) collaborative design; (2) 
greater automation; (3) improved process resilience and (4) enhanced waste reduction, reuse and 
recovery. The first two key methods are common to both discrete and process manufacturing, 
however key methods (3) and (4) are more process manufacturing specific and application of CM for 
these has yet to be fully realised. Examples of how CM’s characteristics may be utilised to solve various 
process manufacturing problems are presented to demonstrate the applications of CM to process 
manufacturing. Waste is an important consideration in manufacturing, with strong sustainability 
implications. The current focus has been on using CM for waste minimisation; however, process 
manufacturing offers waste as a resource (valorisation opportunities from diversifying co-products, 
reuse, recycle and energy recovery). Exploring CM’s potential to characterise and evaluate alternative 
process routes for the valorisation of process manufacturing waste is considered for the first time. The 
specific limitations preventing CM adoption by process manufacturers are discussed. Finally, CM’s 
place in the future of manufacturing is explored, including how it will interact with, and complement 
other emerging manufacturing technologies to deliver a circular economy and personalised products.  
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1. Introduction 
Today’s manufacturing sector includes a broad range of industries, from food and drink, 
pharmaceutical, automobile and aerospace, to computer and electronic product manufacturing. 
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Manufacturing is a vital sector in society, irrespective of being a high or low-income economy. In 
previous decades the manufacturing sectors of the USA, Japan, the UK, France and Italy have lost 
global market shares due to pressure from China. The exception being Germany, which has instead 
increased exports to China and Asia [1].  This is in part due to Germany’s Government support of the 
application of manufacturing technology. Since the 2008 recession, policymakers in the West have 
focused on rebalancing the economy away from the service sector towards manufacturing [2]. 
Manufacturing in the USA and the UK account for 12% and 10% of the country’s gross domestic 
product (GDP) respectively [3]. Whereas, in Germany the manufacturing sector accounts for 23% of 
GDP [3]. This led to the German economy making a faster recovery. It is not only Western economies 
that are facing new manufacturing challenges. The recent trend has been for manufacturers to move 
to low-income economies to benefit from cheaper production costs. However, China’s manufacturing 
growth is slowing due the rapid increase in the cost of human resources, materials and energy [3]. 
Governments are facing the further challenge of developing policies which support manufacturing, 
while maintaining their commitment made in Paris to lower carbon emissions [4]. There are also 
additional drivers such as the EU Waste Framework, which promotes the waste hierarchy with 
financial incentives to minimise and/or reuse wastes [5]. The circular economy has emerged as an 
alternative economic model that supports growth, while minimising environmental impacts from 
production and consumption. The Waste and Resources Action Program charity offers a clear 
definition of the circular model: “A circular economy is an alternative to a traditional linear economy 
(make, use, dispose) in which we keep resources in use for as long as possible, extract the maximum 
value from them whilst in use, then recover and regenerate products and materials at the end of each 
service life.” [6].  To create a sustainable manufacturing future, new manufacturing models need to 
be explored that support this circular approach.  
Various advanced manufacturing models have been proposed to achieve this [7-10]. A concurrent 
concept across these models is the idea of an increase in collaboration, automation, and knowledge 
and data sharing throughout the supply chain. As a result, the manufacturing process benefits from 
an increase in flexibility, resource efficiency, and customisation. Recently a new manufacturing 
paradigm called Cloud Manufacturing (CM) has emerged, which serves to act as a platform to deliver 
this vision [11]. Underlying the CM model is the concept of sharing manufacturing capabilities and 
resources on a cloud platform capable of making intelligent decisions to provide the most sustainable 
and robust manufacturing route available. Limitations in largely computer processing power, data 
collection and analytics, and security solutions have hindered the deployment of previous advanced 
manufacturing models. Cloud manufacturing however, has the advantage of utilising new 
technologies such as cloud computing, big data, and the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT, the 
industrial focus of the Internet of Things), enabling CM to overcome many of these previous 
limitations. Cloud manufacturing also has the potential to be a key component in the future 
manufacturing landscape. It complements emerging manufacturing processes, such as Additive 
Manufacturing (AM), to deliver consumer customised products via sustainable processes. Where AM 
utilises 3D design data to build up a component in layers by depositing material, it is more commonly 
known as 3D printing [12].  
Several projects have investigated research themes and applications of CM. In 2009, China launched 
the National High-Tech Research and Development Programme to promote research related to CM 
[13]. Two of the earliest and most cited papers on CM came from China. Tao et al. established and 
illustrated the basic ideas of CM including architecture, definition, characteristics and benefits [14]. 
Xu analysed how cloud computing is changing manufacturing and defined the difference between 
cloud computing alongside manufacturing and CM [15]. Under the European Seventh Framework 
Programme the project ManuCloud was established. The ManuCloud project objective was to 
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investigate and develop a cloud-based infrastructure to provide better support for on-demand 
manufacturing supply chains in the photovoltaic, organic lighting and automotive sectors [16]. There 
are now companies emerging which offer cloud-based services for manufacturing. For example, Plex 
Systems has developed the Plex Manufacturing Cloud, which is a software as a service (SaaS) 
enterprise resource planner (ERP) that manages the manufacturing process [17]. The software is 
designed to provide managers and engineers with real time access to production data. However, the 
full implications of CM have yet to be fully realised in industry. Industry 4.0 was first coined in Germany 
and refers to the digitisation of the manufacturing sector driven by huge increases in data volumes, 
computational power and increasing manufacturing plant connectivity [18]. Cloud manufacturing has 
potential to work within Industry 4.0 to exploit an on-demand access to a shared collection of 
manufacturing resources to form temporary, reconfigurable supply chains with enhanced efficiency, 
reduced production costs, and optimal resource allocation.  
This paper shall aim to explain how CM may offer a route to sustainable process manufacturing. To 
achieve this effectively, this paper will address five key questions:  
1. What is CM, its key characteristics and what are the proposed frameworks and architectures 
for implementing CM? 
2. How does CM offer a route to future sustainable manufacturing? 
3. How does process manufacturing vary from discrete manufacturing? 
4. What are the opportunities for CM to benefit process manufacturing? 
5. What limitations specific to process manufacturing currently prevent the widespread 
adoption of CM, and what future research is necessary to overcome these limitations?   
2. Cloud Manufacturing   
2.1. Cloud manufacturing definition  
Cloud manufacturing’s first definition emerged in 2010 [11]. However, since that publication CM has 
generated considerable research interest and there now exists a variety of definitions. Unfortunately, 
there has yet to be an agreed common definition. Even the nomenclature and abbreviations can vary 
from author to author. A selection of some of the first CM definitions to emerge are detailed in Table 
1, these definitions have since been commonly cited in recent publications on CM [19-25]. 
Table 1  
Cloud manufacturing definitions arising from literature to date 
 
Definition Author/s  
"Cloud-based design and manufacturing (CBDM) refers to a product development 
model that enables collective open innovation and rapid product development 
with minimum cost through social networking and crowd-sourcing platforms 
coupled with shared service pools of design, manufacturing resources and 
components." 
[26] 
"Cloud manufacturing (CMfg) is a computing and service-oriented manufacturing 
model developed from existing advanced manufacturing models (e.g., application 
service providers, agile manufacturing, networked manufacturing, manufacturing 
grids) and enterprise information technologies under the support of cloud 
computing, the Internet of Things (IoT), virtualization and service-oriented 
technologies, and advanced computing technologies." 
[14] 
"Cloud-based design and manufacturing (CBDM) refers to a service-oriented 
product development model in which service consumers are able to configure 
products or services as well as reconfigure manufacturing systems through 
[27] 
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Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), Hardware-as-a-
Service (HaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) in response to rapidly changing 
customer needs. CBDM is characterised by on demand self-service, ubiquitous 
access to networked data, rapid scalability, resource pooling, and virtualisation. 
The types of deployment models include private, public, and hybrid clouds." 
"Cloud manufacturing (CM) is a customer-centric manufacturing model that 
exploits on-demand access to a shared collection of diversified and distributed 
manufacturing resources to form temporary, reconfigurable production lines 
with enhanced efficiency, reduced product lifecycle costs, and allow for optimal 
resource loading in response to variable-demand customer generated tasks." 
[28] 
"Cloud manufacturing (CM) is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-
demand network access to a shared pool of configurable manufacturing 
resources (e.g., manufacturing software tools, manufacturing equipment, and 
manufacturing capabilities) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 
minimal management effort or service provider interaction." 
[15] 
"A new service-oriented, high efficient and low consumptive, knowledge-based 
and intelligent networked agile manufacturing model and technology, allowing 
manufacturing resources and capabilities to be virtualized and transformed into 
on-demand services available to users through a product life cycle." 
[29] 
 
Each of these definitions prioritise different aspects of CM; for example, service oriented 
manufacturing, product development, resource allocation or customer centric manufacturing. The 
chosen aspect normally reflects the possible application of CM that was being demonstrated and was 
therefore highlighted in the authors’ definition. Despite the differences in these definitions, all contain 
common elements such as, network manufacturing, ubiquitous access, multi-tenancy, virtualisation, 
big data, everything-as-a-service, scalability, and resource pooling. These can be used to help define 
the fundamental principles and characteristics of CM, which in turn give thought to how it can be 
utilised to achieve a sustainable manufacturing route.  
To draw out the main themes, these definitions have been entered into a word cloud generator [30], 
the result of which is presented in Fig. 1. The word cloud highlights the following concepts: service 
oriented, on-demand, network, intelligent, access, knowledge based, shared pool, rapid, scalability, 
advance and virtualised. This paper proposes a comprehensive CM definition combining the 
highlighted concepts from all these definitions and emphasising CM potential for sustainable 
manufacturing.  
“Cloud manufacturing is a service oriented manufacturing model that virtualises manufacturing 
resources and capabilities into on-demand services accessed through the manufacturing cloud. 
This transforms manufacturing supply lines to become temporary, and provide greater flexibility 
and scalability resulting in increased resilience and sustainability throughout the manufacturing 
process. Cloud manufacturing is a multi-tenant, intelligent, knowledge based platform that can 
provide sustainable solutions throughout the product and process life cycle via effective 
collaboration, data mining, and communication across a network of developers, manufacturers 
and consumers.” 
This definition, although comprehensive, is too long to easily bring to mind when asked what CM is. 
Therefore, a shortened definition is offered that captures the essence of CM. 
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“The cloud manufacturing model is the concept of sharing manufacturing capabilities and 
resources on a cloud platform capable of making intelligent decisions to provide the most 
sustainable and robust manufacturing route available.” 
 
 
Fig. 1. Cloud manufacturing word cloud derived from [14, 15, 26-29] 
2.2. Key characteristics of cloud manufacturing  
Cloud manufacturing differentiates from other manufacturing paradigms because of several unique 
characteristics. Existing papers have explained in detail a selection of CM’s characteristics or listed 
them without explanation [14, 28]. This paper complies all fundamental characteristics and explains 
their meaning, application within a CM environment and the benefits they bring. This is necessary 
because defining the characteristics helps to provide a clearer understanding on how CM offers a 
sustainable manufacturing future.  
Flexibility and scalability:  
A major advantage of CM over traditional manufacturing systems is the scalability offered. By nature 
CM production lines are no longer fixed but temporary, allowing for the option of small or long 
production runs depending on the user and market demands [28, 31]. Users of manufacturing 
resources are matched to the nearest available and appropriate manufacturing resource provider 
depending on their need. These supply lines are highly reconfigurable, dynamic and agile giving CM 
the ability to adapt to unpredicted changes of circumstance. For the system to be agile when 
repurposing manufacturing resources across any number of sites, a high level of automation across 
the supply lines shall be required. Section 3.3 explains what is meant by automation in a 
manufacturing context and how CM will further automatise the manufacturing process.  
Multi-tenancy: 
An important characteristic of CM is its ability to connect tenants intelligently for mutual benefit 
without human intervention. Each tenant is given some degree of control of their manufacturing 
cloud’s architecture, e.g. adaptability of the user interface, without changing the application code [32]. 
The mechanisms by how multiple tenants and manufacturing clouds will interact is expanded on in 
section 2.3. 
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An evaluation and reviewing system for users, like what is seen on Amazon, will be required to ensure 
quality of service provided. MFG.com is a real world example of a multi-tenant service that aims to 
quickly match manufacturers to suppliers [33]. It uses consumer generated ratings to ensure 
consumers are matched to suppliers that have demonstrated their products meets quality 
requirements, are safe and delivered on time. 
Knowledge intensive, intelligent decision making tool:  
Increasingly vast data sets are generated from data collected throughout the manufacturing process, 
but with varying degrees of utilisation. Currently the tendency is for the data to be compressed and 
archived for record keeping, and often only used for after the fact emergency analysis [34]. Cloud 
manufacturing acts as a mechanism to share this data within the manufacturing cloud so that useful 
manufacturing knowledge is extracted to support intelligent decision-making algorithms. Big data 
shall play a critical role in data collection and analysis [35]. As well as enhancing the process, data and 
manufacturing knowledge sharing across the manufacturing cloud is required for it to operate 
effectively. For example, four fundamental functions of CM that require knowledge support have been 
outlined as examples [14]: 
 
1. Manufacturing resource and ability perception, connection, and virtualisation; 
2. Cloud service description, match and search, aggregation, and composition; 
3. Optimal allocation and scheduling; 
4. Business workflow management. 
However, the effectiveness of utilising data to improve manufacturing is dependent on the quality of 
the data collected. The data collected must be appropriate to the situation; therefore, calculated 
decisions must be taken to identify how the data is collected and the required granularity of that data.    
Intelligent on-demand manufacturing: 
Network manufacturing is a paradigm that has existed since 2000 [8]. It operates as a network of 
distributed manufacturing resources that are integrated on a joint manufacturing process. Where CM 
differs is in the method of communication between enterprises. Cloud manufacturing consists of a 
network of manufacturing resources that may operate automatically and/or independently via the 
decisions taken by the cloud platform. These manufacturing resources may be distributed within a 
single enterprise or shared across multiple enterprises.   
On the cloud there will exist a ‘pool’ of shared manufacturing resources that is coordinated by the 
cloud platform enabling on-demand manufacturing. It must act intelligently, for example not 
overloading one manufacturing resource but utilising required resources in the most effective way to 
meet the user’s requirements. Wu et al. illustrates this point effectively:  
“If manufacturing resource “A” is more heavily utilized than others in the network, yet the 
desired process can be performed by combining manufacturing resources “B” and “C”, the CM 
environment will automatically realize and capitalize upon this alternative to avoid excessive 
loading of manufacturing resource “A”. [28] 
Manufacturing resource sharing and circulation are very important objectives in CM. It is a 
prerequisite of achieving on-demand and collaborative configuration of resources and services [20]. 
Manufacturing as a service:  
A recurring theme from various CM definitions is the concept of manufacturing moving from 
production oriented manufacturing to service oriented manufacturing. Service oriented 
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manufacturing integrates services throughout the product lifecycle, and allows producers a greater 
understanding of their product leading to a more efficient production process [36]. Cloud 
manufacturing achieves this by packaging manufacturing resources and capabilities as services, 
coordinated through the cloud on a pay-as-you-go scheme. Cloud manufacturing acts as centralised 
management platform for these services with a key goal of linking cloud consumers to cloud providers 
who can meet the product requirements of the consumer while maintaining cost, time and quality 
constraints. Cloud computing is currently operated as a service model and has an architecture split 
into three layers, Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a 
Service (IaaS) [15, 32]. Extending this concept to CM Tao et al. explains how the CM environment is 
enabled by the creation of Manufacturing Cloud Services (MCSs) [14]. Manufacturing resources and 
capabilities are virtualised and categorised, before being sorted into an appropriate manufacturing 
cloud. These services are then sold through the cloud on a pay-as-you-go scheme, offering greater 
flexibility to manufacturers than traditional fixed contacts.  
2.3. Cloud manufacturing frameworks, architectures and implementation    
Since CM’s inception in 2010 there can be seen numerous proposed architectures for its 
implementation. Two similar initial proposals focused on a layer hierarchal framework for a possible 
structure of CM’s architecture [14, 15]. As research has progressed, this layer structure has been 
varied from three layers to twelve depending on the detail and depth the authors have undertaken 
[27, 29, 37, 38].  Common to these proposals is the issue of identifying and virtualising manufacturing 
resources and capabilities. These are encapsulated in the cloud as services to be managed though a 
centralised intelligent platform. To provide real time control of these manufacturing services they are 
connected by utilising IIoT technologies. This forms the bottom part of the layered framework. The 
middle section is then concerned with managing the cloud services. It is the backbone of the system 
and has a variety of duties to maintain and operate the cloud such as: scheduling, matching users with 
providers, quality control of services, remote monitoring of resources, fee calculation, evaluation, 
optimisation of process, etc. The higher layers of the framework are the application layers, which act 
as a portal through which cloud users interface with the system. Cloud users can communicate their 
individual needs and request various manufacturing cloud resources. A crucial feature of all the 
proposed frameworks is that knowledge is shared across the entire system and cloud security is 
constant and robust.  A simplified, concise model of common features is presented in Fig. 2. 
To understand how the CM architecture would be implemented, it is important to define the cloud 
users and their roles. There are commonly three defined roles, although the exact nomenclatural of 
each role varies. These are the cloud consumer, cloud provider and cloud operator [14, 15, 26, 29]. 
Cloud consumers and cloud providers have the obvious roles of one is utilising the cloud services for 
manufacturing purposes and one is providing these services. The cloud operator manages the use, 
performance, and delivery of cloud services as well as negotiating the relationship between cloud 
providers and cloud consumers. This role is sometimes split to involve a fourth cloud user known as a 
cloud carrier, which acts as the intermediary that provides connectivity and transport to enable 
exchange of services between consumers and providers [39]. Although it has been noted that one user 
may perform two or more of these roles [26], the implications of this on the possible manufacturing 
clouds and their business models has only recently been explored [23, 40]. Guo developed four 
possible models from different combinations of relationships between these users and the roles 
within the manufacturing cloud [23]. It was noted that the manufacturing cloud system design would 
be directly affected depending on the desired relationship between cloud users.  
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The current literature on CM’s architecture broadly agrees on an overview for the framework and has 
instead moved focus onto how the system may be implemented. Part of that involves fully defining 
each layer and how it functions. Recent research has tried to achieved this by first defining an 
architecture, containing similar elements to those previously proposed, before breaking down each 
layer individually into flow charts to demonstrate how they would operate in practice [37].  
The mechanism through which users shall interface depends on the manufacturing cloud deployment 
model. The manufacturing cloud has four potential deployment models: private, public, community 
and hybrid [15, 27, 41]. A private cloud would contain a single tenant’s data and information and 
would provide services specific within that enterprise. By being private within an enterprise it allows 
security of data, with the exception of hacking. Multiple tenants who have a common interest may 
share certain knowledge or resources for mutual gain through the community cloud. On the public 
cloud manufacturing resources and capabilities and data is shared and managed by a third party and 
is the platform by which tenants from various backgrounds shall be able to interact with each other. 
Hybrid clouds consist of multiple external and internal clouds. An enterprise may have to utilise all 
four versions depending on the tasks.  
Early research focused on single, isolated manufacturing clouds; however, for CM to be successful it 
will require the integration of multiple manufacturing clouds [42]. A hybrid manufacturing cloud 
allows enterprises to create multiple cloud models (public, private and community) depending on their 
business goals [43]. It provides a flexible and open environment that breaks down the barrier between 
organisations to allow for sharing of resources between enterprises, but it does not present a 
comprehensive method to integrate separate enterprises’ manufacturing clouds. A hybrid integration 
framework for multiple manufacturing clouds was developed to enable users to find the most 
appropriate services across multiple manufacturing clouds, through a third party CM platform [21]. 
Similarly, a further system model has been considered where multiple ‘cloud terminal subsystems’ are 
connected to a ‘cloud platform subsystem’ [23]. The cloud terminal system is based on the enterprise 
information system. Industrial Internet of Things technologies collect information of enterpriser’s 
information elements and provide an interconnection data interface with the cloud platform. 
Furthermore, it is responsible for integrating the manufacturing resources and manufacturing 
capabilities of the enterprise into the cloud platform for remote access and control. It would act as an 
Manufacturing Resources  Manufacturing Capabilities  
Perception, Identification and Connection   
Virtualisation and Service Encapsulation   
Product Services Applications  
(simulation, design, process, analysis, budget…) 
Cloud User Customised Application Interface 
K
n
o
w
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ge  
C
lo
u
d
 Secu
rity  
Manufacturing Cloud 
Scheduling  
Matching 
Quality Control 
Monitoring 
Fee Calculation  
Evaluation 
Optimisation  
Allocation 
Service Pool 
Failure Response 
Consumer 
Domain 
Operator 
Domain 
Provider 
Domain 
Fig. 2. Cloud manufacturing architecture adapted from [14, 15] 
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enterprise’s individual manufacturing cloud. The cloud platform subsystem acts as a big data 
management centre responsible for the convergence, integration, distribution, monitoring and 
operation management of the various manufacturing cloud services provided by the connected 
enterprises. It also provides the human-computer interface. By splitting the CM system into various 
cloud terminals and a cloud platform, Guo helps to demonstrate how multiple enterprises may 
possibly operate within the CM architecture  [23].  
2.4. Case studies of cloud manufacturing’s application  
As the research into CM has expanded, two directions have emerged. Broadly speaking, academia 
have recently been focusing on the interpretation and analysis of CM, using case studies that 
demonstrate different applications of CM. A selection of the recent case studies from the literature is 
presented in Table 2. These have been chosen because they demonstrate CM application in various 
sectors, each highlighting different CM characteristics. How and why CM is used is briefly summarised, 
and the main positive outcomes from the CM approach are detailed. All the case studies demonstrate 
how CM may achieve the optimal solution, as defined by the author. However, no one case study 
reached an optimal solution, and further work has been suggested for each in order to reach a more 
complete solution.   
The focus in industry has been on developing a CM architecture, as seen from examples from the 
industry leaders. Siemens has developed a cloud platform called ‘MindSphere’ that interlinks physical 
products and production facilities with digital data, enabling innovative solutions and getting products 
onto the market faster, better and more efficiently [44]. Similarly, Plex Manufacturing Cloud delivers 
production control, inventory management, supply chain management, and more [17]. IBM has the 
IBM Watson IoT, which mines the influx of data from an IIoT manufacturing process to make 
businesses more cognitive [45]. Industry has directed some application of CM, which is utilising 
manufacturing clouds to monitor and manage IIoT manufacturing systems within an enterprise. These 
examples deliver partially enabling technologies but are not true CM systems. Cloud manufacturing 
has further capabilities made possible from sharing of manufacturing resources and capabilities which 
enable innovative, sustainable solutions.   
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Table 2 
Selected cloud manufacturing case studies from the literature 
 
Case study summarised 
and sector, where 
given, highlighted 
Cloud manufacturing 
features the study 
highlights 
Outcomes from CM 
approach  
Future work required suggested by this paper and 
Further work suggested by original authors in italics    
Author and 
year 
A proposed service 
optimisation 
configuration method 
for manufacturing 
assembly lines. Sector 
not specified, but model 
would apply to any 
sector with assembly 
lines. 
Manufacturing as a 
service: Servitisation of 
manufacturing resources. 
Intelligent on-demand 
manufacturing: Optimal 
configuration method of 
services based on grey 
relational analysis. 
 
CM was used for 
proactive discovery of 
manufacturing resources 
through servitisation. 
 
Method finds satisfying 
solutions with low cost 
and time consumption.  
Method does not consider environmental impacts when 
determining optimal solution.  
 
Real-time manufacturing information processing 
mechanism between bottom-level manufacturing 
machines and manufacturing cells. Batch volume of 
manufacturing tasks should be taken into account in the 
optimal selection of service composition.  
2016, [20]  
A model to assess the 
sustainable 
manufacturing 
capability (SMC) of 
industrial robots (IR), 
used in discrete 
manufacturing. 
Decision making tool:   
Sustainability of different 
manufacturing routes 
analysed.     
Cloud platform was able 
to predict energy 
consumption of IR for 
assessing their capability 
to perform a 
manufacturing task. 
Limited to predicting the energy consumption of a 
manufacturing process only to the energy consumed by 
the IRs. Could be expanded to include other energy 
outputs, such as transport of materials. 
 
More factors should be considered to comprehensively 
describe the SMC of IRs, such as collaboration safety 
with human. 
2017, [46]  
An adaptive artificial 
bee colony algorithm is 
used for decision 
making on the cloud 
service selection and 
composition. 
Flexibility and scalability, 
and decision making 
tool: Feasibility of 
different manufacturing 
routes analysed.  
 
Model includes the 
geographical location or 
services when quantifying 
the quality of service.  
A limitation is the long time required by complex 
models. Extra computing power can be accessed 
through CM. Further work should investigate balancing 
cost of increased computational power with time saved. 
 
Integration of artificial neural networks for the 
definition of maximum cycle number 
2015, [47] 
A cloud platform is 
established for the 
polymer industry for 
Decision making tool: 
Data mining for optimal 
solution. Computer-aided 
The knowledge-based 
intelligent searching 
algorithm finished in 10 
Case study only explored how CM can be applied to the 
design phase. Further work should investigate how 
2016, [22] 
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optimising the 
processes of blending 
polymer materials. 
process design based on 
CM. 
Flexibility and scalability: 
Flexible CM system built 
that responds to 
customers’ demands. 
minutes compared to the 
5 hours it took by 
traditional methods.  
effectively the model would respond to different 
customer demands during production phase.  
 
N/A 
Public cloud 
manufacturing system 
for SMEs in 
manufacturing 
equipment industry in 
South China. 
Multi-tenancy and 
intelligent on-demand 
manufacturing:  
Performs intelligent 
multidimensional 
matching of consumers to 
providers.  
 
Enterprises can respond 
to market requirements 
more quickly and cost 
effectively than before. 
Crowdsourcing model 
demonstrates how CM 
can be used to develop 
innovative designs. 
Exploring how enterprises’ private clouds will integrate 
with public cloud. 
 
To apply CM to more manufacturing applications. 
To investigate business models for CM.  
2015, [37] 
A CM architecture is 
developed to optimise 
the production logistics 
of a paint making 
company.   
Manufacturing as a 
service: Real-time 
monitoring of resources 
using IIoT. 
 
Decision making tool: 
Enterprise resource 
planning 
The cloud coordinates an 
improved schedule 
resulting in logistics 
waiting costs and 
overtime working 
reductions of 
approximately 50%. 
Resources monitored are all manually controlled. 
Therefore lacking real-time execution of management 
system. 
 
Expand qualitative solution presented in paper to the 
quantitative stage to achieve more accurate application 
results. 
2016, [48] 
A CM system is 
constructed within a 
conglomerate which 
designs and 
manufactures multi-
disciplinary complex 
products in the discrete 
manufacturing sector.  
Manufacturing as a 
service and multi-
tenancy: Sharing of 
manufacturing recourses 
and capabilities through a 
hybrid framework 
integrating multiple 
manufacturing clouds. 
 
Cloud manufacturing links 
enterprises so institutions 
learn to employ core 
competences of other 
institutions. This allows 
them to focus on their 
own core competences.  
Proposed system does not consider what information 
should be private between different institutions or 
intellectual property issues when designing new 
products.  
 
Domain-specific demands and characteristics of 
business collaboration to design efficient collaborative 
algorithms for any industry. Service-oriented 
architecture based integration methods of 
manufacturing resources and capabilities.  
2016, [21] 
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3. Cloud manufacturing as a route to sustainable manufacturing 
From understanding CM’s characteristics and applications, the methods and opportunities for how 
CM may be used to enhance sustainability is explored. Three pillars of sustainability were formalised 
for future sustainable development during the 2002 World Summit, these are economic development, 
social development and environmental protection [49]. These pillars often come into conflict with one 
another, as seen during the 20th century where economic development for a better quality of life was 
favoured at the expense of the environment [50]. 
3.1. Sustainability drivers and barriers 
Manufacturers have traditionally focused on just the economic aspect of sustainable development 
[50], whereas external drivers are now forcing companies to adopt environmental sustainable 
development strategies. Five key drivers have been identified pushing manufacturers towards overall 
sustainability which are: (1) legislation; (2) customer demands; (3) shortage of natural resources; (4) 
population increase; and (5) business competitiveness.  
Despite these drivers, there are still numerous barriers in the way of sustainable manufacturing. These 
barriers can be sorted into four categories: (1) policy and market barriers; (2) financial and economic 
barriers; (3) technical and information barriers; and (4) managerial and organisational barriers [51]. 
From these barriers a lack of information and lack of allocated resources (time and human) are the 
most common given responses preventing companies adopting sustainable strategies [52]. This lack 
of information includes areas such as environmental impact and expertise knowledge. Lack of 
allocated resources will also include materials alongside time and human.  
3.2. Cloud manufacturing enabling collaboration for innovative designs 
Cloud manufacturing offers various solutions to the barriers preventing sustainable manufacturing. 
Two of the barriers highlighted by companies is a lack of expertise knowledge available within an 
enterprise and ease of access to quantitative environmental impact information of manufacturing 
processes [52]. A characteristic of CM is that knowledge and data is collected, stored and shared 
throughout the supply chain. Those sharing data can determine what data, how much data, and with 
whom this data is shared. During the initial stages of a partnership between cloud users limited data 
sharing may take place, but as the relationship progresses data sharing may increase with trust.  
A new concept of ‘Social Manufacturing’ has recently emerged where manufacturers and individuals 
work together in the production of physical goods [53]. Cloud manufacturing complements this 
concept through its ability to crowdsource information and simulate innovative designs [37]. The CM 
platform can be used to match developers to relevant expertise, and ubiquitous access to design 
information [26, 27]. In the long term this should increase the amount of collaborative designs leading 
to innovative solutions to sustainable manufacturing problems [54]. Intellectual property barriers will 
arise here and deciding what information should be made available and what should remain private 
will be a challenge but overall, CM benefits from a share-to-gain philosophy [31].  
3.3. Greater automation from the adoption of cloud manufacturing systems  
Automation is required to enable some of CM’s characteristics. Automation is defined as “any activity 
that is performed by a machine or an algorithm with no human involvement” [55]. Automation of the 
production stage of manufacturing is not new. For CM to be effective it will need to integrate with 
other emerging technologies such as smart factories and IIoT, which work to further increase 
automation in the production stage. Recently the automatisation of the planning and scheduling of 
manufacturing activities has gained more attention as an alternative route to furthering the 
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sustainability of manufacturing processes [55]. Lean manufacturing, just in time manufacturing, supply 
chain management, and other manufacturing paradigms are previous attempts at this [56]. Cloud 
manufacturing stands above these paradigms because of the unprecedented level of data integration 
across the enterprise. This will allow for the identification of previously unseen optimisation routes 
and implementation from a CM centralised management centre, ensuring factory floor and business 
decisions are simultaneously made in relationship to one another.  
One advantage from the automatisation of the supply chain is greater process agility. Market 
turbulence, volatility and unpredictability are some of the biggest challenges facing manufacturers 
and agile supply chains are becoming vital in order to respond quickly to these changes [57]. Cloud 
manufacturing supply chains are highly reconfigurable, because of the increased emphasis on 
modularity [54]. This is achieved by the packaging of manufacturing resources and manufacturing 
capabilities as services sold through the manufacturing cloud. The flexibility and scalability offered 
allows CM to respond to market changes quicker due to the shorter supply contracts and provides 
greater customisation of products increasing the economic sustainability of manufacturing processes. 
For CM to be able to manipulate manufacturing resources it will rely on IIoT technologies integrated 
throughout the supply chain [48]. The cloud platform intelligently schedules the manufacturing 
process, meaning that the providers of CM services no longer must actively search for contacts. These 
features enable CM to become proactive rather than reactive when responding to market volatility. 
How CM will determine the optimal configuration and proactive resource discovery is a major 
challenge preventing its deployment and is the subject of much of the present research [20, 58, 59]. 
As enterprises begin to rely on a variety of service providers for different stages of the product cycle, 
methods to quantify and guarantee a quality of service will need to be developed [47]. 
Furthermore, advanced planning and scheduling shall reduce manufacturing time, energy and 
material waste. As seen from section 2.4 an extensive amount of the current literature has focused on 
developing methods by which the optimal manufacturing route can be discovered and implemented 
by CM. As a route to process sustainability this has great potential for minimisation of all types of 
manufacturing waste. However, what is yet to be explored is how CM can be harnessed for waste 
valorisation opportunities.  
4. Application to process engineering manufacturing 
The literature up until now has focused on defining CM and constructing possible architectures for 
how CM may be applied to industry. In the literature, the limitations and benefits of CM have been 
discussed in context to the overall manufacturing industry. However, what has yet to be touched upon 
is that within manufacturing two distinct branches exist “discrete manufacturing” and “process 
manufacturing” [60]. Although there are several similarities between the two, there also exists 
significant differences. The application and benefits of CM to discrete manufacturing stand out 
because of discrete manufacturing’s assembly lines and their high customisability. For example, the 
automobile industry already offers consumers the option to customise their cars during production. It 
is simpler to visualise a network of separate factories making unique components to be assembled at 
one location and being coordinated through a centralised system, or alternatively 3D industrial 
printers producing specialised products unique to each customer. These concepts are harder to 
visualise for process manufacturing, as the product produced is not an assembly of different 
components but rather a combination of raw materials or “ingredients”. 
4.1. Difference between discrete and process manufacturing   
The differences between discrete manufacturing and process manufacturing is summarised in Table 
3. The fundamental cause of these differences is within the nature of the manufacturing process itself. 
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In discrete manufacturing a specific quantity of material moves between different processing 
equipment as it is cut and assembled together [60]. Whereas in process manufacturing, raw or waste 
materials flow through the process undergoing thermal, chemical and/or biochemical conversion. The 
product(s) is then separated out from the process stream. There can be overlap within the two 
branches of manufacturing. For example, in the food industry a bar of chocolate is a distinct item or 
product but results from process manufacturing.    
The methods by which CM enhances sustainability in manufacturing is outlined in section 3 and these 
are broadly applicable to both discrete and process manufacturing. There also exists opportunities for 
applying CM to process manufacturing scenarios. However, with the research on CM focusing on 
discrete manufacturing examples (section 2.4), these opportunities have yet to be fully explored. This 
paper shall focus on two aspects where process manufacturing differs from discrete manufacturing, 
including the impact on process manufacturing performance. The two aspects are: 
1. Waste generation and management;  
2. Feedstock variability. 
Table 3  
Differences between discrete and process manufacturing 
 
 Process manufacturing  Discrete manufacturing 
Manufacturing 
practice 
Thermal and/or 
biochemical/chemical conversion 
of raw materials into final 
product and by-products, which 
typically are then extracted and 
purified.  
Assembling parts and components into 
a final product. 
 
 
Example industries Chemicals, food and drink, paint, 
polymer, pharmaceutical, steel, 
fast moving consumer goods 
(FMCG). 
Automobiles, computers and 
electronics, furniture, textile, 
construction. 
Quality control  Product typically must meet a 
specified purity and yield. 
 
 
During start up or shut down 
product produced will not meet 
these specifications and only 
wasteful material is produced. 
Quality is assured via inspection of a 
statistical determined amount of 
products for defects. 
 
Start up and shut down is 
instantaneous and makes no difference 
to product quality. 
Feedstocks Raw materials, often in 
liquid/gaseous form. 
 
Variation in feedstock 
characteristics often present. 
Discrete units/bill of materials. 
 
 
Feedstock characteristics often 
constant. 
Products Product is typically produced as a 
bulk quantity item, such as 
chemicals, polymers, 
pharmaceuticals, food stuffs, 
rather than distinct items. 
 
Quantified by volume/mass of 
product. 
Distinct items, such as automobiles, 
toys, tools etc. 
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Quantified by number of items 
produced. 
Waste produced Liquid and solid waste streams 
containing potentially valuable 
material residue, co-products, 
recoverable heat or water. 
 
Defects, unused parts, cuttings etc. 
 
4.2. Application of collaborative design and greater automation to process 
manufacturing 
Traditionally manufacturing has been a linear model (make, use, dispose). However, due to 
diminishing resources and legislative drivers, a circular approach is being encouraged [6]. Process 
manufacturing has a unique opportunity for development of innovative designs because of its ability 
to manipulate the manufacturing route to increase the potential to valorise waste and by-product 
streams. One such innovative solution has been developed by Lindhurst Engineering ltd called H2AD 
Micro AD. The H2AD is a hybrid of anaerobic digestion (AD) and microbial fuel cell technology [61]. It 
reduces pollutants in wastewaters and generates energy that can be utilised by the manufacturer to 
directly reduce energy bills. Unlike traditional AD, H2AD operates on the microscale meaning each 
batch takes only three days and can be retrofitted to existing small manufacturing plants making it 
suitable for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). This technology may be modified to treat 
wastewater streams from a variety of industries. By using CM as platform to share historical H2AD 
performance data, manufacturers may utilise this data when modifying the H2AD unit for treating a 
previously untested industry’s wastewater.  
Both discrete and process manufacturing benefit from the application of CM for automated supply 
chains, as detailed in section 3.3. However, the application of automation for process manufacturing 
is different to discrete manufacturing. Discrete manufacturing has focused on automating 
manufacturing lines, by the introduction of autonomous machines used to assemble products instead 
of human labour [62]. Process manufacturing requires a high degree of automation, monitoring and 
control, and were among the first industries to be automated [63]. Traditional automation involves 
sophisticated process control which operates based on data collected from temperature, pressure, 
flow rate and level sensor measurements from an individual process plant. Cloud manufacturing could 
help to make more informed decisions relating to remote processing plant’s operations, through the 
collection and analysis of data from multiple plant sources. This is facilitated by CM’s characteristic of 
being a centralised repository for multi-site data [23, 64].     
Automation in the process manufacturing industry is progressing by the development of advanced, 
commercial sensors and analytics [65-67]. These sensors can collect data not previously available, 
enabling manufacturers to identify alternative sustainable manufacturing routes. An example is the 
development of a multi-sensor system based upon ultraviolet optical fluorescence imaging and 
ultrasonic acoustic sensors for  Clean-In-Place (CIP) optimisation within the food and drink industry 
[68]. Existing CIP processes are time intensive and waste large amounts of energy, water, and 
chemicals as they operate on a worst-case scenario. This system aims to take the data recorded and 
use a machine learning approach to determine the optimal time to stop cleaning, saving both time 
and materials [68]. The savings made in time are significant, as the food industry spends on average 
20% of the day cleaning which could instead be utilised for production [69]. Cloud manufacturing 
enables the data collected to be analysed remotely requiring no additional expertise within the 
enterprise. This is particularly beneficial to SMEs who may not have the resources for data analytics 
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within the enterprise. Caution is needed that some element of human integration with safety and 
quality control practices is retained, rather than a complete reliance on artificial models.  For instance, 
with the CIP example switching between producing different food products on the same 
manufacturing plant may result in the production of pathogens the sensors are not able to detect.       
4.3. Cloud manufacturing for waste valorisation   
The waste hierarchy was first introduced into European waste policy by Directive 75/442/EEC, 
emphasising the importance of waste minimisation, and the protection of the environment and 
human health [70]. It has been updated in Directive 2008/98/EC to introduce a five-step waste 
hierarchy that states which waste management methods have priority based on environmental impact 
and extended beyond waste minimisation to reuse, recycling and recovery (Fig. 3) [5]. Preventing and 
reducing the amount of waste generated is always the first option in optimising the sustainability of a 
manufacturing process. This is an option available to both discrete and process manufacturing. 
However, regardless of how effective this stage is, the manufacturing environment will always 
produce some waste. The circular economy model treats this waste generated as a resource to feed 
back into the economy, rather than a waste to be disposed of. It takes a cyclical view where waste is 
constantly fed back into the economy, and there is minimal input of new material entering the system.  
Discrete manufacturing produces mainly solid waste generated from defects, off cuttings, and unused 
parts during manufacturing [71]. Hence discrete manufacturing has limited waste valorisation 
opportunities, with instead a focus on waste minimisation and remanufacturing, which can be 
Prevention  
Preparing for Reuse  
Recycling  
Recovery  
Disposal  
Checking, cleaning, repairing or refurbishing products or components so  
they can be reused before becoming waste 
Any process by which waste materials are reprocessed 
into useful products for original or other purpose 
Any operation by which waste is serving a useful  
purpose by replacing other materials that would of  
otherwise have been used, e.g. energy recovery 
Any operation by which waste is disposed of 
without any recovery e.g. landfill 
Waste 
Valorisation 
Measures taken preventing and reducing the generation of waste 
Fig. 3. Waste hierarchy adapted from Directive 2008/98/EC [5] 
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enhanced  by CM [54]. Waste valorisation refers to industrial processing activities aimed at reusing, 
recycling, or recovering useful products or sources of energy from waste. 
There are currently three waste valorisation strategies, geared towards: (1) production of fuel and/or 
energy to replace fossil fuels; (2) production of high-value chemicals from residues; and (3) production 
of other useful material(s) [72]. Process manufacturing generates a wide range of solid, liquid and gas 
waste streams that contain significant quantities of valuable material, which may be recovered by the 
application of these strategies. Taking the food manufacturing industry as an example, its waste 
contains valuable compounds such as fats, proteins, bioethanol etc, which can be converted to soaps, 
rubber, fuels and more [73]. Furthermore, through biological, chemical and thermal processes, such 
as AD and pyrolysis, biogases and other gases can be produced as fuel or used for energy generation. 
Garcia-Garcia et al. effectively demonstrates how the waste hierarchy principles can be applied to 
selecting the most sustainable waste valorisation technology for treating food manufacturers’ waste 
[73]. 
British Sugar’s Wissington sugar production site is an excellent example of a manufacturing process 
that would not be economical sustainable without waste valorisation [74]. By reusing, recycling and 
recovering waste, British Sugar generates eleven co-products ranging from topsoil and animal feed to 
bioethanol and tomatoes [74]. This extensive waste valorisation has made British Sugar’s Wissington 
factory one of the most efficient sugar factory in Europe and is an excellent example of the benefits 
of waste valorisation within process manufacturing [75].  
Process manufacturing waste has a wide range of waste valorisation routes available [76-78]. As 
noted, a key characteristic of CM is the collection and sharing of data and expertise knowledge, which 
aids in the ability of CM to make intelligent, sustainable decisions. Cloud manufacturing can be used 
to evaluate the most sustainable valorisation waste method from this data. For example, in the 
production of olive-oil, solid waste pomace is produced. Traditionally pomace is a feedstock for 
production of pomace-olive oil and pomace wood, but there now exists several higher value products 
it can be converted to, including biomolecules, dyes and cosmetic products [79]. The flexible supply 
lines inherent within CM and real time analysis of market prices means that CM can be used to identify 
the most cost effective waste treatment method and co-orientate its implementation. This would be 
advantageous to SMEs who may not have their own waste treatment infrastructure on site but pay to 
have their waste taken away and treated by an external company.   
As a multi-tenancy platform, CM can be used to match different cloud users together. Connecting and 
enhancing communication between local manufacturers will help to identify current inefficient waste 
treatment methods and identify local sustainable alternatives. As an example, CM may identify an 
alternative feed source for a process from another local manufacturer’s waste, replacing a non-
renewable source. This would be a preferred treatment option because it is higher up the EU waste 
hierarchy. However, it is important to recognise the importance of geographical location of 
manufacturing and waste treatment plants when constructing the manufacturing cloud [23]. The most 
sustainable waste treatment option may not be local, and the transportation of waste is both 
environmentally and economically costly. Therefore, there must be a balance between the best 
treatment option and feasibility to maximise overall sustainability. Cloud manufacturing also has the 
capability to identify suitable transportation routes and match suppliers and customers. It has the 
potential to utilise wasted transportation capacity, maximising the economic return for the 
transporter and decreasing CO2 transport emissions from manufacturing. Cloud manufacturing could 
support a business model similar to the taxi service Uber where multiple consumers with a similar 
journey route share a single vehicle. This is an expansion on the optimisation of supply chain 
scheduling CM offers, as discussed in section 3.3.    
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Real time monitoring of the composition of waste streams is required for CM to make intelligent 
decisions on how the waste should be utilised. For example, pyrolysis (the thermal decomposition of 
biomass in the absence of oxygen) is highly dependent on the moisture content of the feedstock [80]. 
At higher moisture contents, high levels of water are produced and at lower levels there is a risk that 
the process only produces dust instead of oil, char or gas [80]. Online measurement of the waste can 
feed back into the drying stage to ensure appropriate levels of drying takes place. Alternatively, in the 
design phase CM can be used to both access and analyse large volumes of stored process data to 
determine trends in moisture content of biomass waste. The conclusion may be reached to use the 
alternative biomass valorisation process hydrothermal carbonisation which operates in the presence 
of supercritical water. Hydrothermal carbonisation benefits from high moisture contents and may be 
judged to be the more sustainable route if a high moisture content trend is discovered [81]. 
Furthermore, if the waste stream is to be advertised through CM as a feedstock it will require its 
composition and properties to be defined to inform on the waste valorisation technology and where 
waste is considered a feedstock, considerations of the variability on the waste composition is required.   
Process manufacturing has the potential for a wide range of waste valorisation methods. Cloud 
manufacturing can support this through three main methods:  
1. It can be used as a decision tool for deciding the most sustainable waste valorisation routes, 
ideally the highest up the waste hierarchy to meet EU Directive;  
2. It can identify and coordinate alternative waste valorisation routes if they prove to become 
more sustainable;  
3. Cloud manufacturing can link and coordinate local supply chains to reuse waste streams as a 
feedstock, with minimal treatment.   
4.4. How cloud manufacturing increases process resilience   
Process manufacturing is reliant on process conditions that define how the feedstock is utilised and 
how equipment is operated in order to deliver a product at a predefined specification. The process 
conditions include but are not limited to process streams composition, temperature, pressure and 
flowrates. The nature of process manufacturing products having to meet a specific specification relies 
on a need for strong process resilience. There exist examples of process manufacturing goods being 
recalled because they did not meet specifications or face fines for breach of environmental limits [82]. 
This is also present in discrete manufacturing, though it is less common due to it being less susceptible 
to variations in manufacturing conditions. The current practise to ensure process resilience is to 
account for variability in the design stage. Section 4.4 will explore how CM enhances current methods, 
as well as offering new solutions.  
A crude but effective method of ensuring process resilience is to design the manufacturing plant to 
operate within the design envelope. The design envelope of a system refers to its specified 
requirements that, if satisfied, would enable the system to perform as intended in the operational 
environment [83]. This has the disadvantage of increased capital and operating costs. If the design 
envelope is underestimated the process plant shall fail, with a best case scenario resulting in off spec 
product and at worst a fatal incident [84]. Certain process conditions are outside the control of the 
engineers and technicians.  Feedstock supply lines and composition is a critical process condition that 
is subject to external variables. As manufacturers move away from non-renewable sources towards 
waste and biomass feedstocks this will become an even greater challenge for future engineers [85]. 
This is again an example of how the large knowledge and data store available through CM would 
benefit the design stage of manufacturing. Advanced data analysis techniques available on the 
manufacturing cloud would be able to predict and model to a higher degree of accuracy the future 
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trends of feedstock variations [86]. This allows for the design envelope to be reduced while still 
maintaining a safe operating range and increasing economic sustainability. During the plant operation, 
the reconfigurable supply lines inherent within CM will allow for easy identification and 
implementation of alternative local feedstock sources. This can help mitigate the risk of using waste 
and biomass sources as feedstocks in process manufacturing operations. Furthermore, advanced data 
analysis of historical manufacturing data can help designers gain a better understanding of the process 
and products. It is more effective to ensure quality in the products by building quality into the design 
rather than continued testing and adjustment of critical process parameters.  
It has been highlighted that a current barrier in process manufacturing that prevents enterprise-wise 
optimisation is the lack of data integration and supply chain coordination across the enterprise and 
between enterprises [87]. Qin explains how data in process manufacturing is currently collected based 
on a hierarchy structure [34]. The bottom levels are the monitoring of equipment via sensors that 
happen virtually instantaneously. At the process level there is regular monitoring of process control 
data (temperature, pressure and flowrate), with product quality more often sampled irregularly and 
maybe off site. The top level is the customer feedback data. There is a significant time lag between 
the data at higher levels and its implementation to the manufacturing resources. Cloud manufacturing 
architecture is a data-centric system that ensures data is made available across all manufacturing and 
business levels [23]. Rather than having a hierarchy structure, it shall be circular with data from across 
the supply chain feeding back into the manufacturing process. This shall reduce the time lag and better 
inform on the process to find the optimal configuration. 
Cloud manufacturing will need to rely on big data technologies to achieve this. Big data is the collection 
and analysis of vast volumes of data throughout the manufacturing process to reveal trends, patterns 
and process optimisation routes [86]. Currently process manufacturing already collects a large amount 
of data from process control systems but it is not fully utilised, often only used for emergency after 
the event analysis [34]. Cloud manufacturing’s reliance on advanced sensing technologies and 
widespread communication technologies will increase the amount and variety of data generated in 
manufacturing systems [88]. Data gathered from the manufacturing process could be used for  
1. data mining and modelling of time series data for trend spotting and forecasting; 
2. online use for real time operations optimisation and intelligent decision making; 
3. offline troubleshooting as a valuable tool for continuous improvement.  
Multivariate statistical approaches have been the recent favourite choice for data analysis, but new 
developments in machine learning and data mining offer opportunities to gain value from large, 
unclean data sets [34]. Machine learning advances in closed-loop optimisation may be used by CM to 
continuously optimise process control online. Houben and Lapkin summarise the recent advances in 
automatic optimisation of process conditions and explain how machine learning can build self-
optimising algorithms [89]. By achieving tight process control the process plant will be able to operate 
closer to steady state process conditions despite variations in external conditions, lowering the energy 
and material consumption. Enterprises often lack effective analytic tools or computational power to 
get any real meaning out of this data. The service nature of CM allows enterprises to hire either extra 
computational processing power or outsource their data analysis to specialist data analysis companies 
on a pay-as-you-go business model. 
4.5. Examples of cloud manufacturing’s application to process manufacturing  
To further reinforce how CM may be applied to process manufacturing, examples are presented in 
Table 4 for each of CM’s unique characteristics applied to different industries. 
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Table 4  
Examples of cloud manufacturing's application to process manufacturing industries. 
 
Cloud manufacturing 
characteristic 
Application to process manufacturing  Industrial examples  
Flexibility and 
scalability 
Continued monitoring of real time 
economic data to ensure the optimal 
manufacturing route.  
 
 
Two adsorbents may be used for the recovery of CO2 from flue gas by pressure swing 
adsorption, Zeolite and Activated Carbon [90]. During the lifetime of the plant these 
adsorbents may need to be replaced. Cloud manufacturing can be utilised to reassess 
which adsorbent is most sustainable, using the most recent economic and performance 
data.      
 
Knowledge intensive 
 
Utilise data across the supply chain to 
build an artificially intelligent (AI) 
algorithm to optimise process 
conditions. 
 
 
 
More accurate pricing of feedstocks, 
wastes and products.  
The active component for all anti-malarial drugs is artemisinin and is harvested from a 
plant called Artemisia annua [91]. When the plant is harvested impacts the 
manufacturing plant’s optimal process conditions to improve the artemisinin recovery 
[91]. Utilising IIoT technologies during growing and harvesting, CM system would 
integrate this data downstream to more accurately predict the required process 
conditions.   
 
When a batch of potatoes arrives at a factory for the production of crisps, samples are 
taken to assess the quality of the potatoes and determine their value [92]. These tests 
can prove unreliable and new tests which utilise artificial neural networks are being 
developed [92]. By uploading these results to the manufacturing cloud, CM can be used 
to track various deliveries and coordinate accurate payments to each potato supplier. 
Multi-tenancy Co-ordination of multiple 
manufacturers’ waste streams within 
geographical region.  
 
 
 
Sharing AI algorithms  
Brewer Spent Gain (BSG) in a wet solid waste from the brewery process which has a 
wide variety of valorisations options [93]. Individually microbreweries do not produce 
enough BSG to make it feasible to valorise. However, CM could be used to coordinate 
the collection of BSG to enable one of these technologies to be successfully 
implemented by a third party. 
 
An algorithm created to optimise the treatment of a wastewater by anaerobic digesters 
may be sold through CM to the benefit of the initial developer and other water 
treatment companies. The algorithm would be built upon valuable performance data 
that the developer would not want its competitor accessing. Cloud manufacturing acts 
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as an impartial third party able to utilise performance data to retrain and optimise the 
algorithm, without disclosing eithers manufacturers’ data. 
On-demand Customisation of products 
 
 
 
 
 
Responding to changes in customer’s 
demands 
 
 
The data generated by wearable ‘lifestyle’ technologies has the potential to 
revolutionise the method by which patients are diagnosed [94]. This data may also be 
used to determine an individual’s required dosage. Cloud manufacturing would act as a 
platform sharing data between manufacturers, doctors and patients to enable 
personalised medicine.   
 
Demand side management is the modification of consumer demand of energy, and is 
used to attempt to limit the peak demand on an electrical grid [95]. However, the 
energy sector is facing the challenge of trying to utilise unreliable renewable energy 
sources and an increase in customer demand [95]. One of the largest consumers of 
energy are process manufacturers. Cloud manufacturing could help limit the demand on 
the grid during peak times by increasing the communication between energy providers 
and manufacturers to schedule the most energy demanding processes when there is 
minimum demand on the electrical grid.         
Manufacturing as a 
service 
Outsourcing expertise  
 
 
 
 
 
Outsourcing parts of the supply chain 
 
 
Affordable IIoT technologies are currently been developed aimed at automating the 
brewery process in microbreweries, generating new data sets [96]. Microbreweries 
have limited employees and do not have in-house data analyst to effectively make use 
of this data. Cloud manufacturing can be used to outsource their data analysis needs.     
 
In the dairy industry whey is a by-product of cheese production, and has a wide variety 
of valorisation options [97]. Large scale cheese manufacturers normally valorise the 
whey on-site. Small independent cheese makers have limited capital to invest in these 
technologies to valorise on site, and instead the whey is treated as a waste. Through CM 
they can outsource the valorisation of the whey to either waste management 
companies or local large scale cheese manufacturers.   
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5. Limitations and future research directions 
The literature to date has identified limitations that prevent widespread adoption of CM by 
manufacturers from the discrete manufacturing perspective. These limitations being identified as data 
sharing, cyber security, integration of technologies, modelling of material flow, and integrating 
existing systems within a CM system [42, 48, 64, 98]. However, these limitations are also relevant to 
process manufacturing, for instance data sharing among process manufacturers (Section 5.1). There 
are also limitations applicable only to process manufacturing, which are processing plant security and 
characterisation of process streams (Section 5.2 and 5.3 respectively). Potential limitations may also 
be industry specific within process manufacturing, when the cloud user is an SME (Section 5.4), though 
CM will also afford unique opportunities to SMEs [38]. 
5.1. Data sharing among process manufacturers 
The current barriers obstructing free flow of data between enterprises have already been thoroughly 
discussed [98]. However, data sharing is important to elucidate on from a process manufacturing 
perspective. Large data sets are required to train and optimise the AI algorithms that CM will use [99]. 
As previously stated, the large process manufacturers were the first industries to be automated and 
thus have generated large quantities of data [63]. However, new companies and SMEs may not have 
access to enough data to build, train and validate the required mathematical models. Cloud 
manufacturing can overcome this by sharing either already built algorithms or manufacturing data 
from similar processes to act as a starting point in the construction of these algorithms. Manufacturers 
are naturally reluctant to share their data between competitors. A framework needs to be developed 
that will allow the manufacturing cloud to act as a third party to utilise another company’s 
manufacturing data and/or models, without disclosing this information to the competing company. A 
pricing mechanism will also be required to assess and judge the value of the data used.  
5.2. Processing plant security 
Unlike discrete manufacturing, process manufacturing involves the thermal, chemical and or 
biochemical conversion of materials to products at temperatures and pressures which can be 
hazardous. Some industrial reactions are exothermic and there is the potential for runaway reactions 
if not controlled. This is a danger unique to process manufacturing industries and there are many 
reported cases where this has occurred and resulted in causalities [100]. Process plant safety has 
evolved in past 20-30 years, moving from corrective to preventive. The emphasis is on designing out 
hazards and where this is not possible, process control systems are used to monitor temperatures and 
pressures within a reactor ready to shut off if they reach dangerous levels. However, as with any use 
of online systems, the potential for hacking needs evaluating with risk mitigation.  For process 
manufacturing this is a legitimate consideration and one not relevant to discrete manufacturing.  
As manufacturing resources are increasingly controlled remotely there exist safety concerns 
protecting these control systems from malicious attacks. The “Aurora Project”, performed by Idaho 
National Laboratory in 2007, first demonstrated the dangers from cyber criminals hacking into a 
process plant’s control system to manipulate and ultimately destroy physical systems [101]. 
Sophisticated cyber-attacks on control systems are becoming more frequent, resulting in the need for 
advanced cyber-security systems [102].  
5.3. Characterisation of process streams 
As highlighted in section 4.1, a fundamental difference between discrete and process manufacturing 
is the variability in process manufacturing’s process streams. Be these feedstocks, wastes or by-
product streams. For CM to be able to make intelligent decisions, it will require the characterisation 
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of these process streams in real time, compared to the current practise of infrequent sampling and 
analysis off line [34]. This is because the AI algorithms that will be developed to support CM’s decision-
making ability will rely on real time data to ensure they are continuously learning. These AI algorithms 
must be capable of learning, so they can continually work to optimise all aspects of the manufacturing 
process and adapt to variations in process streams. Process manufacturing is currently limited from 
further automation by the development of commercially affordable sensors capable of characterising 
process streams in real time. 
5.4. Barriers preventing SMEs adopting new technologies  
Small and medium enterprises are considered the backbone of a country’s economy, providing the 
majority of all new jobs and vital for stimulating economic growth [103]. Within process 
manufacturing certain industries have a strong SME portfolio, for instance the food and drink industry 
[104]. The wealth of SMEs are seen as a benefit because of the high value artisan products they 
produce, for example bakery products, cheeses and craft beers. There is strong growth within these 
industries as customers demand quality over quantity and are prepared to pay for this. The brewery 
industry in the UK is an example of this, observing a large increase in microbreweries despite a 
downward trend in beer consumption [105]. However, SMEs can struggle to adapt to external market 
forces and to make the next step in expanding their business due to a lack of expertise and resources. 
This is where CM shows great potential in enabling SMEs to overcome these barriers [38]. 
Small and medium enterprises can be slow in adopting new technologies, which are shown to improve 
revenue. They do not always have either the capital to invest in new technologies, or the expertise or 
guidance necessary to successfully implement them. The countries where SMEs have been most 
successful in adopting new technologies are countries which have coherent Government strategies in 
place to support them, for example in Germany (Industrie 4.0), China (Made in China 2025), and the 
USA (America Makes) [106]. This has resulted in higher levels of productivity (output per worker) in 
these countries over others, like the UK, which have lower levels of adoption [106]. If CM is to follow 
this example there needs to be a strong, coherent strategy in place to advice SMEs on how best to 
utilise CM for their needs.  
6. Future of Manufacturing 
Both government and academic literature agree that future manufacturing will evolve more 
sustainable manufacturing processes and business models radically different from those of today [56, 
107]. A growing global population and the effects of climate changes shall cause volatility in supply 
chains, driving the development of manufacturing processes that are more resilient and require less 
material, energy, water and land inputs. Resource insecurity shall become a greater threat in regions 
like the EU where rare earth minerals are depleted and there is a heavy reliance on imports. This will 
force economies to rebalance towards a circular economy, where no waste is created but materials 
are instead reused, remanufactured, cascaded, recycled and recovered [108].  The global community 
is beginning to take active steps towards closing the loop and becoming a circular economy [109-111]. 
Advances in waste valorisation and remanufacturing technologies will bring society closer towards 
achieving this, and CM offers a route to facility and enhance the circular economy. 
Increased communication between manufacturers and customers, coupled with on-demand 
manufacturing, enables greater customisation of products to meet individual customer’s needs. 
Customisation allows consumers the ability to create more personalised products and research by 
Loughborough University shows consumers are willing to pay an additional 10% for this service [112]. 
Customisation has great marketing potential allowing for customisation of products that reflect the 
event of the day. To enable effective customisation, manufacturing process must become flexible and 
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agile to respond to customers’ demands in a timely manner. To provide customised products 
manufacturers need more diverse resources and manufacturing capabilities, which CM can provide 
[113].  
Additive manufacturing has real potential for customisation. At present its main application is printing 
geometrical complex components for high-value products in the aerospace, high-end automotive and 
bio-medical sectors [12]. This is because it is currently much faster to mass produce products using 
traditional production lines than AM. However, as the technology improves, and greater value is 
placed on personalised products, AM will shape the size and distribution of future factories. In one 
possible scenario there will be a mix of large super factories producing complex products, and small 
local factories producing personalised domestic products [107]. In 2015 Amazon filed a patent for 
lorries carrying 3D printers that will take orders online and produce the finished product by the time 
it reaches the customers door [114]. Within the process sectors, AM of food and pharmaceuticals 
products have recently made progress in overcoming the unique challenges these industries face in 
using 3D printing products [115, 116]. Additive manufacturing allows the product to be tailored for 
individual consumer’s requirements. For example, there is research into the customisation of nutrition 
within 3D printed food products based on an individual dietary requirements for weight lost and 
further health benefits [117]. The application of CM is a feasible model to deploy large scale 
personalised AM [19, 118]. Cloud manufacturing supports increased communication between 
customers and manufacturers and may act as an interface for customers to upload their personalised 
requirements into the manufacturing process.  
7. Conclusion  
For the first time a detailed explanation of all of CM’s key characteristics has been summarised. Recent 
case studies demonstrating the application of these characteristics in a CM system has been citied. 
The benefits and drawbacks of each study has been summarised, as well as the future work required 
to further develop these systems. Presented are examples of applying CM characteristics to process 
manufacturing industries. By understanding these characteristics and how they can be applied to 
manufacturing, it enabled the exploration of how CM may be used to enhance sustainability.  Four key 
methods of how CM increases sustainability have been identified: (1) collaborative design; (2) greater 
automation; (3) increase in process resilience; and (4) enhanced waste reduction, reuse and recovery 
(see Fig. 4). 
As resource scarcity increases and climate change disrupts global supply chains, there will be an ever-
increasing need for manufacturing processes that utilise waste valorisation strategies rather than 
relying on fresh material and energy inputs. As a model for implementing a circular economy approach 
in manufacturing, CM provides opportunities for both discrete and process manufacturing to improve 
sustainability. Cloud manufacturing research gained attention with the early models developed by Tao 
et al. and Xu, and the application of CM for sustainable process manufacturing complements both 
these models [14, 15].  
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Recent developments in technologies that are digitalising manufacturing have seen a rush of research 
into investigating the opportunities they offer. However, a framework for the infrastructure these 
different technologies shall operate within is currently lacking. Cloud manufacturing has the potential 
to act as an intelligent platform to interact remotely with the increasingly digitalised supply chain. This 
complete monitoring across the supply chain allows CM to identify, coordinate and implement 
opportunities for increased sustainability. This could not have been realised by the current 
manufacturing model where enterprises within a supply chain act with greater independence of each 
other. Before CM can be fully realised, examples of its operation in real world manufacturing models 
and the benefits it delivers will need to be demonstrated. 
(1) Collaborative design: A critical barrier preventing sustainable manufacturing designs is 
the accessibility of environmental information and expertise knowledge within an 
enterprise. Cloud manufacturing operates on a multi-tenancy cloud platform that can 
crowdsource information and expertise to simulate the development of innovative 
sustainable designs. Process manufacturing has unique opportunities for new sustainable 
design from its ability to manipulate the manufacturing route to valorise waste and by-
product streams.  
(2) Automation: Cloud manufacturing can perform real time analyses of manufacturing and 
market data to intelligently schedule and plan the manufacturing process. This allows for 
CM to optimise the manufacturing process in real time and coordinate its implementation 
across the supply lines from a centralised management centre. This reduces the 
manufacturing costs through minimising energy consumption, material waste and 
downtime. Process manufacturing will become further automated by the implementation 
of advanced sensors, allowing CM to develop intelligent models. These models help to 
identity and implement more sustainable manufacturing solutions.    
(3) Waste valorisation: Process manufacturing waste has the potential for valorisation as it 
can contain valuable material residue, co-products opportunities, residual heat, and 
energy recovery. It is not always obvious which is the most sustainable waste valorisation 
route, and CM can be used as an intelligent decision making tool. CM can monitor 
functions in the composition of waste streams and market prices to identify and 
coordinate alternative waste valorisation routes if they prove to become significantly 
more sustainable.  Furthermore, CM can coordinate local supply chains to reuse waste 
streams as a feedstock. From these methods, CM aligns with the circular economy vision 
perceiving waste as a valuable resource to be reused, recovered and regenerated.  
(4) Process resilience:  Process manufacturing systems are particularly susceptible to 
variations in process conditions, especially feedstock composition. Currently over 
engineering is the best method to ensure variations do not impact product quality. 
Advanced data analytic techniques offer the potential to gain better process 
understanding to ensure quality in the design of the system.  As advanced IIoT sensors are 
developed, this will provide CM with greater quantity and granularity of data meaning 
previously unidentifiably solutions can be implemented. 
 
Fig. 4. Summary of how Cloud Manufacturing enables sustainable manufacturing 
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